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Tridium to Preview Latest Release of Niagara Enterprise Security Solution at ASIS 2011
Release 2.2 adds new features for Photo ID support, Threat Management and Video Surveillance that meet
today's security and building integration challenges

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA , SEPTEMBER 7, 2011-Tridium is showcasing the upcoming version of its Niagara
Enterprise Security, Release 2.2 with new Photo ID and Threat Management capabilities as well as expanded
Video Surveillance enhancements at the upcoming ASIS 2011 Seminar & Exposition in Orlando, Florida,
th
nd
September 19 -22 . Tridium will be exhibiting at Booth # 961.
A new set of powerful Photo ID capabilities in Niagara Enterprise Security Release 2.2 provides users with
support for photo ID capture and badge printing through the integration of HID Asure ID 7 Photo ID management
software. The addition of the Threat Management feature provides users with the ability to address life
threatening situations by providing sophisticated cardholder access management and door lockdown based on
the current Active Threat Levels. These Threat Levels are arranged on a level of priority, such that when
operating at any specific threat level, all levels below are currently inactive and all levels above are active.
The expanded Video Surveillance feature enhances the system's ability with a new alarm console that can be
configured to pop-up automatically in the event there is a new alarm. This console supports both live and
recorded video playback associated with the alarm event.
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Built on the open and extensible architecture of the Niagara Framework , Niagara Enterprise Security Release
2.2 supports both a single-site and multi-geographically dispersed sites that run numerous applications. It also
facilitates interoperability and integration with other building automation systems, including lighting and heating
ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems, elevators, fire systems, and more. The end results are truly
intelligent buildings that use less energy, have lower operating costs, are safer, contribute to sustainable
environments and deliver significant ROI.
For building owners and end users, Niagara Enterprise Security 2.2, provides unparalleled compatibility within
traditional security environments as well as with all other building systems to create a common browser based
experience, and a single application for sharing data and responding to disparate system events.
As a development platform, Niagara Enterprise Security is a reusable software platform for OEM's that allows for
the development and integration of various security components, including visitor management, access control,
video surveillance, and intrusion. As a result, OEMs benefit in cost savings, time saved in application
development, time to market and resources required for development.
"Niagara Enterprise Release 2.2 is a sequential step in the continued expansion of our security solution," said
Marc Petock, Vice President, Global Marketing & Communications of Tridium. "Today security is playing an
increasing part in building automation and our customers require cost-effective, integrated solutions and Niagara
Enterprise Security meets these requirements while providing optimized performance and efficiency to
organizations regardless of their size and demands."
Availability
Tridium expects Niagara Enterprise Security Release 2.2 will be commercially available in North America in
October 2011.

About Tridium
Tridium is the global leader in open platforms, application software frameworks, automation infrastructure
technology, energy management and device-to-enterprise integration solutions. Our technology and applications
have fundamentally changed the way devices and systems connect, integrate and interoperate with each other
and the enterprise.

Tridium's configurable software frameworks extend connectivity, integration and interoperability to the millions of
devices deployed in the market today and empowers manufacturers to develop intelligent equipment systems and
smart devices that enable collaboration and communication between the enterprise and edge assets. Our
platforms allow for building and managing complex monitoring, control, and automation solutions, including
applications for building control, facility management, industrial automation, medical equipment, physical security,
energy management, telecommunications, M2M and smart services.
The company is an independent business entity of Honeywell International Inc.
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